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Yesterday at three o’clock in the afternoon, a lady called Mary went out of Rose Restaurant after having her lunch. 

Suddenly, a man rushed towards her and grabbed her smartphone in a flash. He ran away quickly and disappeared from her 

sight in a few seconds. Mary was so afraid that she shivered and ran back to the restaurant to borrow a phone. She dialled 999 

and called the police immediately.

Soon, Detective Mel, who was from the police came to Rose Restaurant first. Mary was in relief. ‘Thank you for coming 

so fast!’ Mary said thankfully with tears in her eyes. ‘Don’t worry, the police and I will find your smartphone as soon as 

possible,’ Detective Mel said. She asked Mary to describe the thief. Mary said that the thief was wearing a pair of sunglasses, 

a pair of jeans and sandals.

Later, the police arrived and Detective Mel ordered them to find the people who had similar clothing as Mary described 

before. After a while, three suspects were standing behind them. Detective Mel, the police and Mary were all confused about 

who the true criminal was. ‘It can’t be the old suspect. He can’t run that fast after stealing my phone at his age!’ Mary told 

Detective Mel. ‘If not, the thief is a young man?’ Detective Mel said.

All of a sudden, Detective Mel’s smart brain had an idea. ‘How about you call your phone so that you can know which 

suspect robbed your phone?’ Detective Mel whispered to Mary. Mary thought it was a great idea and followed what she said. 

Sure enough, the phone of the old suspect rang! ‘Oh! It’s you! I’m so surprised!’ Mary cried. In the end, the phone was given

back to Mary. The old criminal was taken up to the police car saying something in a low voice, ‘I hate you, Detective Mel…’
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